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Database model was based on standardized data model for
observations from . But the
model was extended to provide more functionality:
hierarchy of users,
alerts
tracking of mobile sensors.
mechanism on large tables was implemented during
last period to deal with huge amount of data.
of data model was prepared for collecting VGI with
multimedia content.
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Interface of SensLog is based on RESTful web
services. There are several types of web
services:
JSON encoding,
straightforwardly defined;
– core methods of
the OGC SOS standard, XML encoding;
– publishing and exporting for
VGI, GeoJSON and RDF encoding.
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SensLog is a . It
consists of own developed data model and server-side application
written in Java which is capable to store, analyze and publish data in
various ways via web services.
SensLog is suitable for different type of sensor networks:
static sensors (e.g. meteorological station, field node)
mobile carrier with live tracking ability (e.g. tracking of vehicles,
smartphones (e.g. VGI, human-as-sensor).
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Applications that are using SensLog are oriented on
visualization of agrometeorological data, collecting of VGI,
processing of live tracking data, analyzing combination of sensor
data with farm management data etc.
